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Scientists at Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
continued their studies in the Scotia Arc region during
1979-80 by completing the mapping of the Sarmiento
Ophiolite Complex in the southernmost Andes (Allen, Ant-
arctic Journal of the U.S., this volume; Daiziel in press-a) and
by expanding field studies in the Andean foothills of south-
ern Chile. Richardson Allen was in the field during May
and June 1979 (R/v Hero cruise 79-4), and Terry Wilson
from December 1979 through April 1980. In addition, as

principal investigator, I took part during December 1979
and January 1980 in the Ellsworth Mountains expedition,
led by Gerald Webers of Macalester College, Minnesota, in
order to help tie this important mountain range into the
"basement" geology of the Scotia Arc region (Dalziel 1980
and in press-b).

This work was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grants DI'!' 78-20629, EAR 79-06308, and INT 79-20213.
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During the 1974-75 austral summer, a geological survey
of Seymour Island was conducted by a joint party from the
Institute of Polar Studies, The Ohio State University, and
the Instituto Antarctico Argentino. The objective of the
field season was to study the stratigraphy and invertebrate
faunas of the Tertiary La Meseta and Cross Valley for-
mations exposed around the prominent meseta at the north
end of the island (Elliot, Rinaldi, Zinsmeister, Trautman,
Bryant, and del Valle 1975).

Four terraces are preserved on the relatively gentle slopes
of the meseta in the vicinity of Cross Valley. In those areas
around the meseta where the slopes are steep, slope wash
and mass wasting have removed all traces of any terraces.
The lowest terrace (1 to 2 meters) is preserved only at the
mouth (figure 1) and along the banks of the intermittent
stream in Cross Valley and at Larsen Cove. The second and
most extensively preserved terrace (4 meters) forms a broad
platform extending for several kilometers along the coast
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Figure 1. Lower two terraces at the mouth of Cross Valley
(1) 1- to 2-meter terrace and (2) 4-meter terrace.

on the side of Cross Valley (figures 1, 2, and 3). The third
terrace (18 meters) is relatively narrow and is preserved
only for a short distance along the base of the southwest
corner of the meseta (figure 3). The highest recognizable
terrace (35 meters) occurs as discontinuous remanents along
the southwest side of the meseta.

The top of the meseta is a broad, relatively flat surface
(200 meters) and may represent a fifth terrace. The presence
of large numbers of erratics on the top of the meseta indi-
cates that the surface may have been formed by glacial
erosion, but at the present time it is not possible to deter-
mine if the meseta top is a marine or glacial feature.

It was also observed during the course of the field season
that, because of the unconsolidated nature of the Tertiary
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